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COVID-19 and Global Oncology: A Year in Review
Aakash Desai, MBBS, MPH1,2; Narjust Duma, MD3; and Gilberto Lopes, MD, MBA4

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant social
disruption, anxiety, and isolation. Notably, it has also
unearthed healthcare deficiencies and disparities
while leading to global collaborative responses to
address the pandemic. Global initiatives to fill vital
knowledge gaps on crucial clinical questions about the
complexities of infection with SARS-Cov-2 in the large,
heterogeneous group of vulnerable patients with
cancer have been particularly noteworthy. JCO Global
Oncology (JCO GO) has been one of the vehicles
playing a role in disseminating critical information to
guide healthcare providers, healthcare facilities, and
patients worldwide. In this editorial, we highlight
several of the studies addressing COVID-19 and
cancer we published in 2020 (Fig 1 and Table 1).

The crisis response was orchestrated across all con-
tinents. The studies we published addressed different
aspects of oncological care, including outcomes, pa-
tients, healthcare workers’ (HCWs) and trainees’
perspectives, critical oncological decision making, the
impact on oncology practices, clinical trial design, and
recruitment. Recommendations and lessons learned
globally also enabled us to learn from each other
(Table 1).

COVID-19 and Cancer Outcomes

As the pandemic began, Jazieh et al forewarned the
potential implications of COVID-19 among patients
with cancer by their report on Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome (MERS) outcomes among oncology patients
Ministry of National Guard Health Affairs- Riyadh
during the outbreak of June 2015. This report provided
an early warning of the increased risk and mortality
from COVID-19 among patients with cancer based on
previous experience with MERS-coronavirus (MERS-
CoV).1 Around the same time, Desai et al described
that the overall pooled prevalence of cancer in patients
with COVID-19 in China was higher than the general
population (2.0% v 0.29%), recognizing perhaps the
increased risk of acquiring the infection among pa-
tients with cancer.2

Giannakoulis et al analyzed 32 studies involving
46,499 patients (1,776 patients with cancer) with
COVID-19 from Asia, Europe, and the United States.
They found that cancer was associated with worse
clinical outcomes among patients with COVID-19. The
all-cause mortality was higher in patients with versus
those without cancer (Risk Ratio, 1.66; eight studies
with 37,807 patients). The need for admission to the
intensive care unit (ICU) was also higher in patients

with versus without cancer (3,220 events; Risk Ratio,
1.56; 26 studies with 15,375 patients).3

Furthermore, to aid in the crisis response in Latin
America, Ruiz-Patino et al used data modeling to
estimate median time of ICU requirement (12.7 days),
time to mortality (16.3 days after infection), and peak
ICU occupancy in hospitals in Latin America. Fur-
thermore, they predicted the 60-day mortality among
111,725 patients with cancer from COVID-19 hoping
to increase engagement of key stakeholders in crisis
response in Latin America.4

COVID-19 and Impact on Cancer Care Delivery

COVID-19 has altered the state of oncologic care in
myriad ways ranging from patients’ perception of
cancer care, incorporation of telemedicine, halting
and redesign of clinical trials, and influence on on-
cologic decision making, as well as on the deployment
of oncology workforce to cover non–cancer-related
services. Challenges in delivering cancer care be-
cause of reduced services, an overwhelmed system, a
lack of personal protective equipment, staff shortages,
and restricted access have affected cancer thera-
peutics worldwide.5

Ng et al6 showed that 60% (412/624) of patients,
72.8% (297/408) of caregivers, and 41.6% (175/421)
of HCWs reported a high level of fear from COVID-19
from a cross-sectional survey analysis conducted in
Singapore. A WhatsApp-based survey analysis of 446
different patients’ conversations in Europe showed
that patients’ queries included delays in office visits
or chemotherapy or immunotherapy administration,
questions on immunosuppression, and lifestyle.7 A
study from India described the preferences of oncol-
ogy patients for treatment. 67.8% wanted to continue
chemotherapy as per their original schedule, 13.4%
wanted to defer, and 18.8% wanted their physicians to
decide which was the best therapeutic step. This study
suggested that our patients with cancer are more
worried about disease progression than SARS-CoV-2
infection and wish to continue chemotherapy during
this pandemic.8

Urun et al conducted a global survey of 343 oncolo-
gists from 28 countries to understand the impact of
COVID-19 on oncologist decision making. They
demonstrated that the majority of participants stated
they would use less chemotherapy, immune check-
point inhibitors, and/or steroids. Although treatment in
neoadjuvant, adjuvant, and first-line metastatic dis-
ease was less affected, most participants stated that
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they would be more hesitant to recommend second- or
third-line therapies for patients with metastatic disease.9

COVID-19 has also affected clinical cancer research
progress, notably, in the conduct of clinical trials. Despite
stable clinical activity, a single-institution experience in
clinical trials during the COVID-19 pandemic in Spain
showed that new patient enrollment in clinical trials had
decreased by more than 50%.10 Despite this, the challenge
of COVID-19 has provided an opportunity of reimaging the
clinical trial landscape with the increased use of technol-
ogy, speedier approvals, and reducing redundancies while
making the trials more patient-centric.11 It has also rein-
stated telemedicine’s role in revolutionizing cancer care
delivery, particularly for patients in remote areas. Miller et al
reported high patient satisfaction and increased physician
efficiency via a survey questionnaire to evaluate tele-
medicine’s impact on patients, clinicians, and care delivery
at the Royal Marsden Hospital (RMH) Sarcoma Unit during
the pandemic.12 About 80% of patients preferred tele-
medicine as part of their future care, citing reduced cost
and travel time.

In terms of the actual impact of COVID-19 on cancer
treatment, Lin et al described a cohort of 282 patients in
New York City, of which 159 (56.4%) patients had treat-
ment modifications with the primary goal to reduce
exposure.13 The treatment modification was observed

across all lines of therapy, ie, adjuvant and neoadjuvant
(41.4%), palliative (62.9%), or injectable endocrine or
bone-modulating only (76.0%) treatments. For cancer-
related surgery, Keil et al14 reported results of a Twitter
survey that provided insight into the impact of COVID-19 on
the global discussion surrounding surgical cancer care. An
essential topic for debate analyzed via Twitter posts was the
cancellation of cancer-related surgeries (40.1%), of which
the most common types mentioned were breast cancer,
lung cancer, and urologic cancer. This analysis provided
good insight into the resulting impacts of COVID-19 on the
global discussion of surgical cancer care and potential
consequences of delaying surgical treatments.

COVID-19 and Healthcare Workforce

The professional and psychological impact of COVID-19 on
HCWs has been a global issue. Crowdsourced surveys have
been widely used to understand these widespread issues.
Ballatore et al demonstrated the heterogeneous response
and flexibility of the oncologic teams in Italy.15 A 45-
question electronic survey administered to oncologic
healthcare professionals found that 93% of participants
reorganized routine clinical activity. However, only 40.5%
were adequately trained about the required procedures,
whereas 20% of the survey respondents thought they had
not received adequate and timely protective devices.

FIG 1. Worldwide distribution of studies published in JCO GO related to COVID-19 and cancer in 2020.
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TABLE 1. Studies Published in JCO GO Related to COVID-19 and Cancer in 2020
Article Type Article Title Date Country Continent Topic Covered Conclusion

Original Report Outcome of Oncology Patients Infected With Corona Virus March 20, 2020 Saudi Arabia Asia Outcomes Discussed MER-CoV outcomes in cancer with high case fatality rate

Correspondence COVID19 and Cancer: Lessons From a Pooled Meta-analysis April 06, 2020 China Asia Outcomes Overall pooled prevalence of cancer in patients with COVID-19 in these
studies was 2.0%

Correspondence Cancer Center Recommendations to Mitigate COVID19 Impact in Cancer
Patients (Low Resource Settings Version)

April 13, 2020 Colombia South
America

Recommendations Review article of strategies and recommendations

Original Report Cancer Patients and COVID-19: A WhatsApp Messenger-Based Survey of
Patients’ Queries, Needs, Fears, and Actions Taken

May 15, 2020 Italy Europe Patients
perspective

Use of Whatsapp to understand patient questions and fears

Original Report Mortality and Advanced Support Requirement for Cancer Patients With COVID-
19: A Mathematical Dynamic Model for Latin America

May 29, 2020 Colombia South
America

Outcomes Predict healthcare strain from cancer-related COVID-19

Review Article Effect of Cancer on Clinical Outcomes of Patients With COVID-19: A Meta-
Analysis of Data From 46,499 Patients

June 08, 2020 NA Global Outcomes Cancer is associated with worse clinical outcomes among patients with
COVID-19

Original Report Perspective of Oncology Patients During COVID-19 Pandemic: A Prospective
Observational Study From India

June 17, 2020 India Asia Patients
perspective

Patients are worried about disease progression than the SARS-CoV-2 and
wish to continue chemotherapy

Special Article The Dual Challenge of Cancer and COVID-19 Impact on Asia Pacific’s Healthcare
and Socioeconomic Systems

June 26, 2020 NA Asia Recommendations Review article of strategies and recommendations

Correspondence Single Institution Experience in Clinical Trials During the COVID-19 Pandemic in
Spain, Not So Bad After All?

June 26, 2020 Spain Europe Clinical Trials Comparison between clinical trials unit activity during lockdown because of
COVID-19

Original Report Scientia Potentia Est: How the Italian World of Oncology Changes in the COVID19
Pandemic

July 07, 2020 Italy Europe Healthcare workers Demonstrated the flexibility of cancer care teams and reorganization of clinical
activity

Original Report Telemedicine During the COVID-19 Pandemic: Impact on Care for Rare Cancers July 08, 2020 United
Kingdom

Europe Telemedicine Telemedicine can revolutionize delivery of cancer care, particularly for
patients with rare cancers who often live far away from expert centers

Original Report Social Media Perceptions of Surgical Cancer Care in the Era of COVID-19: A
Global Cross-Sectional Study

July 28, 2020 NA Global Healthcare workers Insights into the resulting impacts of COVID-19 on the global discussion of
surgical cancer care

Original Report A Survey of the Impact of COVID-19 on Oncologists’ Decision Making in Cancer August 05,
2020

NA Global Healthcare workers Oncologists’ decisionmaking has been significantly influenced by the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic

Original Report Chemotherapy Treatment Modifications During COVID-19 Outbreak at a
Community Cancer Center in New York City

August 14,
2020

United
States

North
America

Cancer care
delivery

56% patients underwent treatment modifications for decreased exposure

Commentary Reimagining Global Oncology Clinical Trials for the Post-Pandemic Era: A Call to
Arms

September 08,
2020

NA Global Clinical trials Newer strategies of clinical trials for global oncology

Special Article Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on Cancer Care: A Global Collaborative Study September 28,
2020

NA Global Cancer care
delivery

The detrimental impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on cancer care

Special Article Delivering Cancer Care During the COVID-19 Pandemic: Recommendations and
Lessons Learned From ASCO Global Webinars

September 30,
2020

NA Global Recommendations Guidance for oncology clinical care, leadership, management, and research

Original Report Understanding the Psychological Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on Patients
With Cancer, Their Caregivers and Healthcare Workers in Singapore

October 05,
2020

Singapore Asia Patients
perspective

Fears and anxiety related to COVID-19 are high with report of HCW burnout

Commentary Addressing the Mental Health Challenges of Cancer Care Workers in LMICs
During the Time of COVID-19 Pandemic

October 05,
2020

India and
Nepal

Asia Healthcare workers Sources of psychological stress on healthcare staff working during COVID-19
in cancer centers in LMICs

Original Report Professional and Psychological Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Oncology
Residents: A National Survey

November 05,
2020

France Europe Healthcare workers Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on professional activity and psychological well-
being of trainees

Abbreviations: HCW, healthcare workers; LMIC, low-middle income countries; NA, not available.
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The disproportionate impact of the pandemic on hema-
tology and oncology trainees has been an ongoing concern.
A 39-question national survey conducted in France among
oncology and radiation therapy residents found that a third
of the participants were reassigned to a COVID-19 ward.
Two thirds (70%) of respondents declared that they had
faced ethical issues, 35% felt worried about their health,
and 23% experienced psychological distress. Hilmi et al
argued that these results should provide a basis for im-
proved management, medical reorganization, and training
of residents during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.16

Datta et al described the importance of addressing the
mental health challenges of cancer care workers in low-
middle income countries (LMICs) during COVID-19 with the
example of India and Nepal. They described the causes of
psychological stress in cancer staff (inadequate facilities and
workforce, scarcity of hospital beds, lack of transportation,
social stigma, and ethical dilemmas). The authors urged
caring for the carers and provided recommendations based
on the experience at Tata Medical Center, Kolkata, de-
scribing unique and practical interventions.17 To date, the
consequences of the current pandemic in our trainees and
workforce remain unmeasurable, and the long-term con-
sequences remain largely unknown.

Recommendations for Cancer Care Delivery
During COVID-19

As the battle against SARS-Cov-2 continued worldwide,
many cancer centers provided recommendations to miti-
gate the impact of COVID-19 on cancer care.

Pino et al18 and Guzman et al19 described the impact on
healthcare and socioeconomic systems in LMICs while
providing practical recommendations for coping with the
pandemic in low-resource settings. Given LMICs are faced
with additional challenges (such as health inequalities,
higher out-of-pocket healthcare expenditures, high rates of
infectious diseases, and digital infrastructure) capacity
building to ensure adequate access to cancer care is es-
sential. Some of the practical recommendations to cope

with the pandemic included increased social containment,
switching intravenous therapies to oral when possible,
optimize utilization of practices to avoid healthcare contact
whenever possible, strict selection of patients for in-hospital
chemotherapy, universal screening of patients visiting
cancer centers, encouraging the use of digital platforms
and telemedicine to minimize exposures, and establishing
population registries for defining disease burden and
outcomes.

Furthermore, the ASCO described recommendations from
the ASCO Global Webinar Series to guide practicing on-
cologists and help organizations recover from the crisis.20

Fifteen international healthcare experts from different
global regions and oncology disciplines participated in one
of the six 1-hour webinars to discuss the latest data, share
their experiences, and provide recommendations to
manage cancer care during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
summary recommendations were divided into different
categories, including risk minimization and care prioriti-
zation of patients; healthcare team management; virtual
care; management of patients with cancer undergoing
surgical, radiation, and systemic therapy; clinical research;
and recovery plans. There was an increased emphasis on
protecting patients and healthcare teams from infections,
delivery of timely and appropriate care, reduction of harm
from the interruption of care, and preparation from han-
dling a surge of new COVID-19 cases, complications, or
comorbidities thereof. Overall, these recommendations
were made to improve understanding of how COVID-19 has
affected cancer care and increased readiness worldwide to
effectively manage current and future outbreaks.

In conclusion, COVID-19 has presented significant chal-
lenges in 2020 and has changed the cancer care land-
scape as we knew it. However, there have been various
positive underpinnings to ensure equitable, effective, safe,
timely, and quality cancer care. At JCO GO, we have had
the immense privilege to be at the crux of this new chapter
in cancer care with the hope to improve ourselves and the
way we deliver care to our patients.
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